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- Campaign Mode: An epic action RPG game with a multilayered story with an epic premise, in which you’re cast as the most powerful Chosen Elder of the Elden Ring to thwart an evil prophecy that threatens all of
humanity. - Map Escape: One of the most thrilling and exhilarating elements in the game, which consists of a fantasy world, and allows you to freely travel at your own pace without following a predetermined path. -

Endless Dungeon: One of the world’s biggest dungeons with countless floors, labyrinths and puzzle-solving are awaiting you to conquer. - Online Play: You can enjoy the world of Tarnished with up to 8 players online. In
addition, a number of complex elements that can’t be enjoyed in offline play to seamlessly bind the players together. - Collect and Equip: A world full of vast areas to explore and vast numbers of items to obtain. * In the
event of an abnormal disconnection during online play, reconnect the game within a certain period of time in order to resume play. * ▼ Bug Report * Errors that can be reported in the game can be displayed on the game

screen from the settings menu. * * Reaching the three star ranking required to acquire an item on the Rank Up page from the battle menu does not work in most cases. * * The text in the player and enemy status bars after
the duel on the Ranking screen has no effect in some cases. * * All character data (Class, Level, EXP, ETC, Knowledge) do not carry over between online matches. * * For certain tasks (such as a special event) that require
good positioning, the top row of the screen may occasionally not load. * * In certain cases, if the game is opened in the middle of a certain task and then closed, the game may not restart normally. * * The gameplay when
the game is paused in the middle of a duel on the Ranking screen does not resume smoothly. * * Certain comments cannot be displayed in conversations with random NPCs. * * Certain speech options cannot be displayed

on the setting menu. * * Certain speech options in the battle menu do not appear on certain device platforms. * * We ask for your understanding and cooperation in the event of an abnormal disconnection. * any big,
unforeseen task. The Home Secretary visited Welsh prisons in April, creating fresh headlines when he suggested that some prisoners should be res

Features Key:
Character Creation: Customize your appearance View your character's back and hairstyle, along with the shape of his face.

Character Increase: Manage your ability to attack enemies, enhance your strength, and heighten your endurance.
Field Exploration: Navigate vast geography and interact with inhabitants.

Special Equipment: Equip your character with equipment that helps you explore the battlefield and create new mysteries.
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Battlefield 2: Battlefield (Jp: バトルフィールド2, Asia: バトルフィールド2) RPG *
Cross Code: Battlefield 2 (Jp: バトルフィールド2, Asia: バトルフィールド2)
Drug Triad: Battlefield 2: The Renaissance General (Jp: バトルフィールド2: レネファイアンクラウン) DS
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